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From his early days as a budding amateur vlogger, through to everyone’s favorite YouTube superstar, Alfie Deyes’ story is the stuff of dreams. With millions of followers across the world, his unique brand of nothingness has come to define a generation, while his YouTube channel continues to gain new followers on a daily basis. Now, for the very first time, Alfie talks about how it all began...From growing up on the sunny south coast of England, having fun with friends and thinking up pranks, dares, and silly activities throughout the long summer holidays in Brighton, through to recording his first ever vlog at the age of 15, The Scrapbook of My Life is the story of how a young, ambitious kid with a big character took the world by storm. But The Scrapbook of My Life isn’t a typical autobiography. Join Alfie as he recalls his first childhood memories, his first day at school, his first ever job, and how he has moved from his hometown to the wide-eyed metropolis of London—and fill in your own pages alongside your favorite YouTube star! With alternate pages for readers to complete, including pages for sticking photographs, completing stats and facts, and collecting souvenirs, The Scrapbook of My Life is the ultimate journal for PointlessBlog fans, old and new!
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**Customer Reviews**

Big fan of Alfies and although I’m not finished the book just yet I am really enjoying the content. He is a great writer and a great vlogger too, just watched his recent video where people were giving him
a low rating because their book wasn't signed and said he is only in it for the money. Can I just say that I met Alfie in July in Dublin and I have also met other youtubers and celebrities at book signings but his was the only one you didn't have to pay for, it was literally by chance you got tickets not by who was the first to buy them. He signed tons of books in Easons in Dublin so people who couldn't make it could still go in and get a Pointless Book signed copy and the people who got to meet him didn't even have to buy a copy of the book if they didn't want to. He is honestly the nicest youtuber I have met and is really down to earth. Anyway, great book I’d definitely recommend reading it.

Really great book & I'm proud of Alfie! I preordered this far in advance so I had a chance of it being signed but it wasn't so I was a bit disappointed but I'm not surprised because I live in America. I'm still happy I have the book though :)

This book tells the life story of my daughters idolLoveloveLoved this book! I suggest young teens read this

Great book!!! So glad Alfie put so much time and effort in to this book.

Great book.
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